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INTRODUCTION
" "NTIL a few years ago it had been impossible to construct a theory of

radiation which could account satisfactorily both for interference phe-
nomena and the phenomena of emission and absorption of light by matter.
The first set of phenomena was interpreted by the wave theory, and the sec-
ond set by the theory of light quanta. It was not until in 1927 that Dirac
succeeded in constructing a quantum theory of radiation which could explain
in an unified way both types of phenomena. In this article we shall develop
the general formulas of Dirac's theory, and show its applications to several
characteristic examples I',Part I). In the second part of this work Dirac's rela-
tivistic wave equation of the electron mill be discussed in relation to the
theory of radiation. The third part will be devoted to the problems of the
general quantum electrodynamics, and to the difhculties connected with it.

* Lectures delivered at the Symposium for Theoretical Physics during the Summer Session
of 1930 at the University of Michigan.
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PART I. DIRAC 8 THZOBY OF RADIATION

$1. Fundamental concept

Dirac's theory of radiation is based on a very simple idea; instead of con-
sidering an atom and the radiation field with which it interacts as two distinct
systems, he treats them as a single system whose energy is the sum of three
terms: one representing the energy of the atom, a second representing the
electromagnetic energy of the radiation field, and a small term representing
the coupling energy of the atom and the radiation field.

If we neglect this last term, the atom and the field could not aHect each
other in any way; that is, no radiation energy could be either emitted or ab-
sorbed by the atom. A very simple example will explain these relations. Let
us consider a pendulum which corresponds to the atom, and an oscillating
string in the neighborhood of the pendulum which represents the radiation
field. If there is no connection between the pendulum and the string, the two
systems vibrate quite independently of each other; the energy is in this case
simply the sum of the energy of the pendulum and the energy of the string
with no interaction term. To obtain a mechanical representation of this term,
let us tie the mass 2' of the pendulum to a point A of the string by means of
a very thin and elastic thread c. The effect of this thread is to perturb slightly
the motion of the string and of the pendulum. Let us suppose for instance
that at the time t =0, the string is in vibration and the pendulum is at rest.
Through the elastic thread a the oscillating string transmits to the pendulum
very slight forces having the same periods as the vibrations of the string. If
these periods are different from the period of the pendulum, the amplitude of
its vibrations remains always exceedingly small; but if a period of the string
is equal to the period of the pendulum, there is resonance and the amplitude
of vibration of the pendulum becomes considerable after a certain time. This
process corresponds to the absorption of radiation by the atom.

If we suppose, on the contrary, that at the time t=0 the pendulum is
oscillating and the string is at rest, the inverse phenomenon occurs. The forces
transmitted through the elastic thread from the pendulum to the string put
the string in vibration; but only the harmonics of the string, whose fre-
quencies are very near the frequency of the pendulum reach a considerable
amplitude. This process corresponds to the emission of radiation by the atom.

f2. Analytic representation

Returning to the case of the atom and the radiation field, the first problem
which we have to solve is the finding of a convenient set of coordinates to rep-
resent the system. The position of the atom may be described by means of any
system of general coordinates; if we assume that the atom contains only one
electron, we may choose, for instance, its Cartesian coordinates (and eventu-
ally also the spin coordinate). The state of the radiation field could be deter-
mined by the values of the components of the electric and the magnetic vec-
tors at any point of the space. We could also represent the field by means of a
scalar and a vector potential. In this case we must give at any point of space
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the values of the scalar potential V and of the three components U„U„,U, of
the vector potential. In this representation the field is described by a con-
tinuous infinity of variables, which is very dificult to handle; furthermore
such representation is inconvenient because the energy of the field expressed
in terms of the variables, contains them in a very mixed form, even if we neg-
lect, in a first approximation, the action of the atom on the field.

For these reasons it is often more convenient to represent the field in the
following way. Instead of considering the radiation in infinite space, let us
consider the radiation enclosed in a cavity of finite volume 0 with perfectly
rejecting walls. If afterwards we let the cavity become infinite in every direc-
tion, we shall get as a limit the properties of radiation in free space.

The electromagnetic vibrations in a cavity of finite volume, just as the
vibrations of an elastic body of finite volume, may be represented by the su-
perposition of a discreet infinity of fundamental vibrations each one corre-
sponding to a system of standing waves. The number of standing vibrations
whose frequency lies between v and v+dv is given, for a very large volume 0,
by:

8m
dS = —Qv dv

C

c being the velocity of light.
It is to be noticed that a radiation field only and not a general electromag-

netic field may be represented through a superposition of standing vibrations.
The general quantum electrodynamics deals with the quantum theoretical
representation of a general electromagnetic field; we shall discuss this theory
in Part III of this article. At present we shall limit ourselves to the simple
radiation theory, that is, we shall consider quantum theoretically only that
part of the electromagnetic field which is responsible for the phenomena of
radiation. The radiation field may be then represented as a superposition of
ordinary plane electromagnetic waves; whereas for instance the Coulomb
forces need a more general representation.

The electromagnetic field of a plane standing wave has a vector poten-
tial of the Eorm:

(2)

The sine factor gives us the amplitude dependence on position; X is a vector
with components x, y, s; 0. is a unit vector giving the direction of the standing
wave; A is a unit vector giving the direction of vibration of the electric force;
since the wave is transversal, A and n are at right angles. The factor u(t)
which gives the dependence on the time, is generally a sine function of t.
However, this is not always the case; if there is an atom which either emits or
absorbs radiation, the amplitude of the standing vibration may increase or de-
crease.

Now we represent the radiation field as the superposition of standing
waves of the type (2), with frequencies v„v&, , v, . The number of fre-
quencies lying between v and v+dv is given by (1).The directions n. and A.
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of the standing waves and of polarization are distributed at random. We have
also:

(3)

where:

If there is neither emission nor absorption of radiation, the N, (t) are sine func-
tions of the time; but in the general case, they may depend on t in any way.
Now it is evident that if we know, at a given time t the values of all the I, the
vector potential throughout the space 0 is determined for that instant since
this is given by (3).We may therefore take the u, as coordinates representing
the radiation field at any moment.

$3. Electromagnetic energy of radiation field

We have now to express the electromagnetic energy of the radiation field
in terms of the coordinates u, . The electric and magnetic forces, derived from
the potential U', are:

BUE= ———;B=rotU.
c Bt

From these equations we get, using (3) and (4)

E = —g —A,u, sin I',
s

2Jf Ps
H = g '

[n„A.]N, cos I'.

The electromagnetic energy contained in the space 0 is:

E'+ H'
H, =Q

8m

where the barred expressions represent mean values. We must calculate the
space average of E' and H'. lt is evident that the mixed terms in the squares
have the average zero. Remembering that sin'I', = cos'I', =-', and [n„A.]' = I,
since A, and a, are perpendicular unit vectors, we find

271 Pagu. ' a, ' = g2c', ', c'

Thus the electromagnetic energy is

0
W, = g(-', i4'+ 2m'v. 'u ').

8mc'

From this expression of the radiation energy we may easily obtain the equa-
tions which give the dependence of I, on the time in Hamiltonian form. We in-
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troduce for this purpose a new variable v, canonically conjugated to u„by
means of the usual rules

88'.
Vs =

BQ,

0
s ~

8~c2

The energy (6) becomes in the Hamiltonian form

Sic~ e,2 0
w. = g + 2' P I

0 2 8wc'

From this Hamiltonian we get the canonical equations

(7)

BW, 8xc'
&sj &s =

Bv, 0
BW, 0

4x'2&s2Qs ~

8xc2

If we eliminate v, from these equations, we get

%Ca+4m t, N',, = 0.

%e find, as was to be expected, that I, is a periodic function of the time with
the frequency v, . We may also say that the canonical Eqs. (8) are equivalent
to the Maxwell equations for the vacuum. It is convenient to avoid compli-
cated factors in the Hamilton function (7) changing by constant factors the
canonical variables I, and v, into two other conjugate variables q, and p,
given by

I, = q„' v, = — P, .

The energy (7) takes now the form:

H~ = QPP '+ 2v'v 'q ')

which is the same as the Hamiltonian of a system of many independent oscil-
lators with mass 1 and frequencies vi, v~, , v, . The vector potential (3) in
terms of the new variables q„ takes the form:

8~ ~~2

U = c — QA, q,, sin 1', .
0

(12)

$4. Hamiltonian of the atom and the radiation field

We now must write the Hamiltonian for the atom which, added to (11),
shall give us the Hamiltonian of the complex system of the atom and the radi-
ation field.

The Hamiltonian function for an electron may be obtained to a first ap-
proximation from the ordinary relativistic Hamilton function for a point
charge, that is:

(13)
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by neglecting the terms in 1/c'. We shall see later (Part II) how it is possible
. to use also Dirac's relativistic Hamiltonian of the spinning electron in the
radiation theory.

If we neglect the terms in 1/c' we get from (13)

(14)

The Hamiltonian of the complex system of the atom and the radiation
field is obtained adding (11) to (14) and putting in (14) the expression (12)
instead of U. We obtain in this way:

1
p2 + ep' + Q(&p 2 + 2~2' sq 2)

2m
(15)

The first and second term of (15) give us the Hamiltonian which describes the
motion of the electron if we neglect the effect of the radiation on it. The third
term is the Hamiltonian (11)of the radiation field. The last term

(16)

is the coupling term, since it contains both the coordinates of the radiation
(q,) and of the atom (p and x, contained in F,).

In some cases, particularly for the theory of dispersion and of the Comp-
ton effect, it is necessary to write the Hamiltonian with a little closer approxi-
mation. In developing the term (1/2m)(p —e U/c)' of (13),we have neglected

e' U'/2mc'.

If we keep this term, and introduce for 2 the expression (12), we must add to
the Hamiltonian (15) the term

4xe'H'" = g(A„A,)q,q, sin F, sin F, .
Orn

(18)

We shall see later the very peculiar connection of this term with the jumps
from positive to negative mass which characterise Dirac's theory of the spin-
ning electron.

$5. Classical treatment

It is important to notice, that the results of the classical theory of emisson
of electromagnetic radiation and particularly Larmor's formula can be derived
in a classical way from the Hamiltonian (15).This may be seen if we derive
from (15) the canonical equations; for instance, if we consider the pair of
variables g„p, we get the equations:
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ps= = Psj Ps=

~Ps

e 8~ &/2

= —4s'v, 'q, + —— Q(A„p) sin 1', .
ns 0

If we eliminate p„we 6nd for q, :
e 8z

q. + 4''v, 'q, = —— Q(A.„p) sin 1', .
m 0

(19)

This is the equation for the forced vibrations of an oscillator of frequency v, .
If we suppose for instance that at the time t = 0 there is no radiation in the
6eld, i.e., that q, =p, =0; but that there is an electron moving with non uni-
form motion, so that its momentum p varies, we see from (19) that after a
certain time q, shall be different from zero; this means that there is a certain
amount of energy in the s component of the radiation which has been emitted
by the moving charge. The e8ect is of course bigger, if the motion of the
charge is periodic with a period near to v, . It might actually be shown by
this method that the amount of energy emitted per unit time by the moving
charge is given, to a first approximation, by:

2 8——A
3 c

(20)

where A is the acceleration of the particle, in accordance with Larmor's re-
sult.

This shows us, that the classical treatment of (15) gives us the same results
as the ordinary theory of radiation; we must now apply to (15) the quantum
mechanical methods.

$6. Perturbation theory

For this we write down some general formulas of the perturbation theory
of wave mechanics which we shall use later. Let

(21)

be the Hamiltionian of a system with coordinates q and moments p. The
Schrcdinger equation is:

h Bp—= Hp = (Ho+ X)rp
2mi Bt

(22)

where H is an operator obtained from H with the substitution of (Jv/2ms)'
(8/Bq) in place of p.

We consider now the unperturbed problem corresponding to the Hamil-
tonian Ho. The Schrt:dinger equation corresponding to it is:

Let

h 8N = Bp+,
27ri at

(23)

be the normalized eigenfunctions of the unperturbed problem and
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be the corresponding eigenvalues. The most general solution of (23) is then:

Qs d, (q)/,
—2~isgi/ii (24)

where the a„are constants. The physical meaning of the u„ is contained in
the statement that

(25)

is proportional to the probability of finding the system in the nth quantum
state. We may also normalize the u„ in such a way that

Zl -I'=1

Then la„l gives us directly the probability that the system is in the nth
quantum state; a„ is called the amplitude of probability for the nth quantum
state. The solution P of the perturbed problem (22) can be developed in a
series of eigenfunctions of the unperturbed problem; it can therefore be writ-
ten in the form (24); only the /i's are no longer constants, but are functions of
the time t. Substituting (24) in (22), we find for the a's the differential equa-
tions:

2' i
g e2xi(Sn —Etn) t/h (26)

where:

K„„=Jl 4„x4 d/7 (27)

is the element n, m of the perturbation matrix, representing the perturbation
energy X;4„is the conjugate complex to di„. From (25) we see that the a's vary
with time, so that also the probability of the different quantum states, which
is given by (25) changes with time. This means that the effect of the pertur-
bation is to induce transition probabilities among the quantum states of the
unperturbed system.

$'7. Quantum mechanical treatment

We must now apply these methods to the Hamiltonian (15) of an atom
and the radiation field. As the unperturbed Hamiltonian, we take:

1
Ho = p' + eV + Q(-'p, ' + 2ir'/ 'if.').2'

The interaction energy (16) is considered as the perturbation energy.
The Hamiltonian Ho of the unperturbed system is the sum of the terms

1 P'+ eV
2tn

(29)

representing the energy of the atom, and terms like:
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P
2 + 2m2v 2q 2 (30)

representing the energy of the sth component of the radiation which is iden-
tical with the energy of an oscillator of the same frequency v, .

Let
Nn Qtt1 Nm ' ' '

t its

(31)~ ~ ~ ~ ~ts, tsI tbg, ~ ~ ~,8 . ~ ~ 5 SI F2 Nts

The corresponding eigenvalue is the sum:

E„,„,, , , ... ,„„„=E„+E„,+ + E„,+ . (32)

Since the Hamiltonians (30) are of the oscillator type we have, as for the oscil-
lator

E„„=hv, (N„+ -', ).
We may also neglect the constant energy hv, /2, which does not affect the
phenomena, since the frequencies v, are constant, and only differences of
energy are considered, and write simply

be the Schrodinger functions for the atom (with Hamiltonian (29)) and for
each component of radiation (with Hamiltonian (30)). For simplicity of writ-
ing we distinguish all these functions only by the index. The Schrodinger
function corresponding to the unperturbed Hamiltonian HQ is then given by
the product

E„, = hv, n, .
Formula (32) now takes the form

(33)

+n, raI, ~ ~ ~,ns +n + hV1N1 + hV2'+2 +
The general form of the field scalar, corresponding to (24) is then:

P(Xv qqv gee v qe )

(34)

2eve(Sn+Ievene —+Ievene+ ~ ~ ~ &&I& (3$)~ ~ ~ ~
~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~

As

The physical meaning of the u's, according to (25), is the following:

!
2~n e1 n2 ~ ~ n, ~ ~

is the probability that the atom is in the quantum state n; the first component
of radiation in the state n1, the second in the state ~. If we have for instance
Q3QQ. ..Q. ..—1 and all the other u's are =0, we may say that it is certain that the
atom is in the third quantum state, and no component of radiation is excited.

If we neglect the effect of the perturbation term X,, the a's are constant;
the effect of the interaction term K is, according to the general formula (26),
that the a's vary with the time If we hav. e, for instance, at t6e time 1=0,
83QQ ~ ~ ~ Q

——1 and all the other a's equal to zero, after a certain time t, some of
the a's which were =0, say a2, 1, Q. ..Q. .. may have a value different from zero.
There is therefore a finite probability of finding that, at the time t the atom
is in the state Z, having jumped down from state 3 to state Z and that the
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first component of the radiation is excited. This is the quantum theoretical
mechanism of the radiation of energy.

We have now to write for our case the equations corresponding to (26) to
find how the c's vary with time. For this we must find the expression of the
matrix element of the perturbation K, corresponding to a transition of the
whole system from a quantum state n, n&, n& to another m, m~, m& .This
is given, according to (27) (31), since the u's are real, by:

+'f8@I~ ~ offers ~ ~ ~8

I I I ~e I . I . SAC~- ~~ 37f4 A1 fl s m f01 fg s 1 ~'f8

where we must put for K the operator (16).
The integral (37) may be very easily calculated taking into account the

following relations

(38)

which expresses the orthogonality of the u's;

h(e, + 1)

8m'I,
—

hn -&~2

8X V8

if m, Wn, +1

lf m=n+1

if m, =n, —1.

(39)

These equations may be easily verified, since the I,are the well known eigen-
functions of a harmonic oscillator with mass 1 and frequency v„. (39) are the
elements of the matrix representing the coordinate g, for this oscillator. We
must remember further that the operator p, with components p„p „,p„means
(h/2si) grad; we put then

P, = Jt I sin I;PN„dxdyds

= (h/2s. i) Jt sin I',N„grad s dxdyds.

We find now easily that the matrix element (37) is always =0 if more than
one of the indices m~m~, , m, of the radiation components is difer-
ent from the corresponding nIn2, , n. If only one of the m&m2,

m, ~, say m„divers from the corresponding n, the result, according to
(39) is different from zero only if m, = r4+ 1. In this case we have:

(s, + 1)'I'
+nn1 ~ ~ n~ ~ ~ ~ 'r enI ~ ~ ns+1- ~ ~ (&., P- )

m mQu, n8

where we must use the upper expression (n, +1)'I' if m, = n, +1 and the lower
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n, '/' if m, =e, —1. Very important is the particular case that the dimens-
ions of the atom are very small compared with the wave-length, so that the
F„ i.e. , the phases of the radiation components may be considered as con-
stants over all the space where the eigenfunctions of the electron are practi-
cally diferent from zero. In this case we may take sin F, out of the integral
in (40) and we get:

h
P,„= sin I', N„grad N„dxdyds.

2~i
Remembering that:

h
Iu„grad l dr

27ri

represents the momentum of the electron, it can be immediately proved that;

where:

h
t N„grad I dr = —2simv „X„

21ri

v „= (E —E„)/h

(42)

(43)

is the frequency corresponding to the jump from state m to state n;

X„=X = Xel dv (44)

is the element mn of the matrix representing the radius vector X (observe
that the letter tn is used in (42) both as index and as the mass of the electron;
but since no confusion is possible we prefer not to introduce a new symbol).
We obtain now:

(41) becomes then:
P,„=—2mimv „X„sinI', (45)

h '" v „(I,+1)'~'
R„„,. . .„,. . .; „,. . .„,qq. .. = 2vie — (A,X„) sin 1', . (46)

~Q p 1/2 g 1/2

Now we may write at once the equations analogous to (26) for the variations
of the a's as functions of the time. We get:

2 iri
smm ~ ~ ~ sa ~ ~ ~ +on ~ ~ ~ mt' ~ ~ ~ & '' ' ' ' ""~' ' ' (47)

h

Remembering (46) (43) (34) we get with a few reductions

+nnh". n, "
~mn

(A,X„)sin I', [a „,...„,+~...(e, + 1) '~'e ' '&"""+""
(hQ)'@ „,, v, '"
+ g & g 1/2g —2+i(vmn —vs&/]

(48)

This is the fundamental equation of the radiation theory. In the applica-
tions we shall encounter equations which differ from (48) either because of the
use of a higher degree of approximation, or because systems containing more
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than one electron are considered. When these cases come up we shall show the
necessary modifications of the Eq. (48).

We shall now discuss some applications of the general theory that we have
developed, with the chief purpose of showing that this theory may actually
be considered as a satisfactory theory of radiation phenomena. For this we
shall work out the following examples:

1. Emission from an excited atom and mean life.
2. Propagation of light in vacuum.
3. A case of interference: the Lippman fringes.
4. The Doppler effect.
5. The Compton effect.
For applications to other problems see the bibliography.

IIS. Emission from an excited atom

Let us consider an atom which at the time t =0 is in an excited state; let
us suppose that there is no radiant energy in the space surrounding it. We
may consider, for the sake of simplicity only two states of the atom, num-
bered 1 and 2, and suppose that the atom at k=0 is in the state 2. All this
may be expressed by saying that for t =0.

4200 ~ ~ ~ P ~ ~ » (49)

and all the other a's are =0. We know from experience that after a certain
time the atom must go over to the state 1 of less energy and the energy dif-
ference must be found in the radiation field.

We will now show how it is possible to study this process with the funda-
mental Eq. (48).

We put
V21 = —V12 = V' X12 = X21 = X

Eqs. (48) give then:

(Qho) '"
4~»2e

(Qh) '&'

V

(A»X) sin F»aooo "o e o~'&» ". .&i- —

v, '

V

(A,X) sin F,ai, oo. . .i, ...e ' '&"

v,

(50)

(51)

We try to solve these equations by

~20" 0" (52)

where' is a constant which must be determined.
We substitute (52) in (50) and then integrate with respect to t, determin-

ing the integration constant by the initial conditions u100...1,...=0; we find:

4~3~2~ ~f
—2srs(v —vs) —yJ C

~1.00 ~ ~ ~ 1 (A,X) sin F,
(Qh) '&o v, '&o —2o&o(v —v,) —y

We substitute (52) and (53) in (51) and multiply by —e&' and find:

(53)
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16m'e' e(y-2m i(~ -v) ) t

'y g —(A,X)P sin' I', ~Qh, v, —2pvi(v —v,) —y

The sum may be calculated by the following method; since the phase,
direction and polarization of the diRerent radiation components are distrib-
uted at random, we may substitute for (A,X)'sin'I', its mean value, taken
over all phases, directions and polarizations; we replace then the sum by
an integral over v„multiplying by the factor:

8m
Qvg de

c
(54)

which gives, according to (1) the number of radiation components with fre-
quency between v, and v.+dv, . We get then, observing

(A,X)P = -', XP; sin' I', = s~

64~4e' r" 1 —e~~-' '&"-"&~'

v =- v'X'
ll vs~vs ~

3hco lip —2pri(v —v,) —y

It may be proved that for small y this integral has the value v/2; we obtain
thus:

32m 4e'
v v'X2

3hc'

which determines the constants. The relation of this constant with the mean
life of the state 2 is easily found: the probability of finding the atom in the
state 2 as shown by (52) is:

2, 0" o"

By definition of the mean life v, this probability must be e—'I'; we get then by
comparison

1 3hc'

2y 64m 4e2v3X2
(56)

We may also deduce from this theory the form and the width of the emitted
spectral line. For this purpose we observe that, after the emission has taken
place, i.e., after a time t long with respect to the mean life, the exponential
e' ' '" "'~ '" becomes negligible; then we get from (53):

~100 ~ ~ ~ la ~ ~ ~

1
(A,X) sin I',

(Qh)"' v, '~' —2pvi(v, —v) + v
(57)

The probability that the emitted quantum belongs to the s component is
therefore:

16m'e' v'
s&o. ..u. ..

I
' = —(A,X)' sin' r.

Qh v, yp+ 4n'(v, —v)'

The last factor

(55)
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y'+ 4zrz(v, —v)'

represents the form of the emitted line; it is identical with the form which
may be deduced in the classical theory for exponentially damped oscillators.

$9. Propagation of light in vacuum

This section and the next one will be devoted to the proof that the results
of ordinary wave theory can be applied to the computation of the intensity
of light both for the propagation in vacuum and for cases of interference.

This has been proved for a general case by Racah and more recently by a
very general and direct method by Heisenberg, who does not use the Fourier
analysis but calculates the amplitude of the field vectors directly.

We prefer however to show here by the use of two examples how the phase
relations between the different components are effective in determining the
propagation with finite velocity and the interference phenomena.

Let A and 8 be two atoms; let us suppose that at the time t =0, A is in an
excited and 8 in the normal state. After a certain time A emits its energy
which may in turn be absorbed by the atom 8 which then becomes excited.
Since the light needs a finite time to go from A to 8, the excitation of 8 can
take place only after the time r/c, r being the distance between the two atoms
We will show that all this may be deduced from the quantum theory of radia-
tion. We simplify the problem by the assumption that the mean life of the
first atom A is very short, in order that the light be emitted from A at a very
definite time; we suppose further that the mean life of 8 is very long. The re-
sult is that the line emitted from the atom A is very broad and might be con-
sidered as a portion of a continuous spectrum; on the contrary the atom B
absorbs a very sharp line. We must first modify slightly the fundamental
Eqs. (48), for the case of two atoms in the radiation field. We use indices and
magnitudes without dash for the first atom A, and dashed letters for the
atom B.

!
2gnnvn]e ~ an o ~ ~

is the probability that A is in the state n; 8 in the state n'; and the radiation
components in the states nz n, ; the equations analogous to (48) for
the case of two atoms, may be obtained by the same considerations as Eqs.
(48). The right hand side will now consist of two terms, each one analogous
to the right hand member of (48) and each one referring to one of the atoms.
We get precisely:

~mn
zzaa'ny ~ ~ n~ ~ ~ g — -. (+sxnm) szn Pa I smn'n| ~ n~+1 ~ ~ (Ns + l)

(Q/z) 1/2 v 112

+ ~ 1./2~ —2zri (vznrz —zs) t
znn'nl ~ ~ ns —1 ~ ~ ~ s

(60)

4m'~'e v' „+ g—~™
(A,X' „)sin p, 'Ia „.. .„+&... (zz, +1)'"e '~'&"'-"'+""

(Qh)"' ~ v '~'

+zz, zz zlzs —23z(v'mi|v ve)EI—
8
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I'. and F', are the phases of the sth standing vibrations at the places of the
first and second atom. We may suppose that the atom A is at the origin of the
coordinates, and the atom 8 is on the x-axis at a distance r from the origin.
We have then from (4):

27l PgI'.' = F, + rcos8, (61)

8, being the angle between the x-axis and the direction of the sth radiation
component.

As before we consider for each atom only two states, i and 2, and we put

V21 = V12 = V& V21 P12 = P

X21 X12 X j X21 X12 X

For simplicity we admit further that both vectors X and X' reduce to the
only y-component. At the time t =0, the first atom is excited in the state 2,
and the second atom is in the normal state i; further there is no radiation in
the field; we have thus:

a210 "o"
while all the other a's are 0 for t=0. We must find what is the probability
that, at the time t, the first atom has lost its energy and that this energy
has been absorbed by the second atom; this probability is given by:

! &120 ~ ~ ~ 0 ~ ~ ~ ~
2

We have shown in the preceding section that after a time long with re-
spect to the mean life, the energy of the excited atom A is transferred to the
radiation field according to (57). This formula can be applied also in our case,
if we neglect the very small perturbation due to the presence of the atom B.
We may write:

i
alloo ~ ~ ~ 1 ~ ~ ~ (A,X) sin I'.—

(Qh) '" —2~i(v, —v) + y
(62)

We put now in (60):n=1, n =2, n, =ns ——. =n, = =0 and we get:

a210 o

4~3~2. V

(A,X') sin F,'a„e.. .„.. .e-' '&—"'+""
(Qh) "', v, '"

since the other terms are zero. Substituting (62) in this equation we obtain:

aI20 "o
16m'e' (A,X)(A,X') sin I', sin I', '

vv 8Qh, v, [2si(v —v,) + y]

We integrate with respect to t and remember that for t =0, a120...0...=0. We
obtain thus:

ai20 "o
167r'es (A, X)(A,X') sin I', sin F,' 1 —e ' '"

vv' Q ', (63)Qh, v, [27ri(v —v,) + y] 2vri(v, —v')

To valuate the sum over s we must transform it to an integral. For this we
first substitute in the usual way the mean value for the expression (A,X)
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(A,X') sin F, sin F,'. Remembering (61), the fact that A. and a, are perpen-
dicular unit vectors, and that X and X' reduce to the only y-component, we
find with some calculation:

XX' c 2mv, r c ' 27' v,r
(A,X)(A,X') sin F, sin F,' = sin + cos

4 27' v,r c 2~v,r c
(6&)

The average is taken over all values of the phase, the direction and polariza-
tion. We suppose now that the distance r of the two atoms is very large com-
pared with the wave-length; we may then neglect the square and the cube of
the very small expression c/2s. v,r, and we write:

cXX'
(A.X)(A,X') sin F, sin I', ' = sin (65)

Sxvr c

To calculate the sum (63) we must now substitute this average value, mul-

tiply by (54) and change the sum to an integral over v.. We get thus:

1 16s'e' " sin (2vv, r/c)(1 + e '«'&"» "")
cli2o. ..o. .. = —— vXV X , dv. (66)

r c'tt J, [2+i(v —v,) + y]2«ri(v, —v')

The integration can be effected by observing that because of the factor (v, —
v') in the denominator the values of the integrand are concentrated in the
neighbourhood of the value v' for the variable v, . Since we have supposed
that the mean life of the first atom is very short, the factor [2si(v, —v)+
y] ' varies very regularly (that is the line excited by the first atom is so wide
that it can be considered as a piece of continuous spectrum). We may there-
fore take this factor out of the integral putting into it v. =v'. We may also
extend the integration from —00 to + , since, for the same reason, the
terms that we add are negligible. At last we take $ = v, —v' as a new variable.
We 6nd then:

1 16m'e' vXv'X' t'+" sin (2 r/vc)( +v$)(1 —e '«"&)
@is " o".= —— . , Il d$. (67)

r c'h 2+i(v —v')+y J~ „ 2mi)

The integral may be written:

t
+" (sin (2 harv'/c) cos (2«re/c) +cos (2 harv'/c) sin (2srg/c) )(1—cos 2')+ i sin2vt))

d$
2xig

sin
27ri

+ COS
2m.

+ COS
2%i

—cos $(1 —cos 2vtp)
c J „$ c

2mrv' " d$ 2mr—sin $ sin 2mt(
c 8 „$ c

2xrv f 2mr d$
sin $(1 —cos 2m.t))—
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1, 2mru' (' " 2m-r d)+ sin —

I
cos — $ sin 2wt$ —.

2m c 3 „c
The two first integrals are evidently zero, since the integrated functions are
odd. The other integrals can be calculated at once by the integral formulas:

" sinqx " sinqxcos px m for q & p
~ ~

dx dx ='J. . J. Oforq&p.
We find that the integral in (67) is given by:

{
0 for r/c ) t

(1/22)e2~""'I' for t ) r/c

Substituting in (67) we find:

for t ( r/c0

1 8~3ie& .X"X'
c2II'il'I' /G for t ) r/c

r c2ti 22r2(r —2') + y

(68)

The square modulus of e1»0... measures the probability of finding the
second atom excited. This probability is therefore zero if t (r/c, i.e., until the
time necessary for the light emitted by the first atom to reach the second.
After that time the probability that the second atom is excited, is:

!
1 16m'e' 1

~l.o0 ~ ~ ~ 0;~ ~ vs'X'
r' c2t2 42r2(r' —r)' + v2

We notice that this probability is inversely proportional to the square of the
distance r; we conclude therefore that the theory gives correctly the velocity
of propagation of light and the decrease of intensity with the distance from
the source of light.

II10. Theory of the Lippman fringes
The Lippman fringes are produced as light is reflected from a mirror per-

pendicular to the direction of propagation. They consist in the system of
standing waves formed by the incident and the re8ected waves. We will show
now, how this phenomenon may be explained by the quantum theory of ra-
diation.

Ke must consider a plane mirror 8 and two atoms, a first atom A which
emits the light and a second atom B which absorbs it. We suppose that the
atom A (light source) is very far from the mirror, so that the waves reaching
the mirror are very nearly plane wavep. On the contrary we suppose the atom
8 not very far from the mirror, and we will show that the probability of ex-
citation of 8 depends periodically on its distance from the mirror exactly as
is to be expected in the classical theory f'rom the position of the maxima and
minima of the standing waves.

We simplify the calculations by supposing that the straight line AB
(which we take as x-axis) is perpendicular to the mirror. As origin of coor-
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dinates we take the intersection of this line with the mirror; the coordinates
of the atom A are x, 0, 0, and those of 8 are x', 0, 0. Then x) &x'. We sup-
pose further as in the preceding chapter, that the mean life of A is very short
and that of 8 is very long; and that the vectors X and X' which determine
the transition probability from the state 2 to state 1 for both atoms reduce
to the only y-component.

We have always considered the radiation contained in a volume 0; in our
case it is convenient to take the mirror S as one of the walls limiting the space
Q. As 0 becomes infinite the wall 5 remains fixed and all the other walls are
taken to infinite distance.

Every standing vibration constituting the radiation field must have S as
a noda1 plane. Its y-component must have therefore the form:

Y, 2m',
8, = sin (n„x+ n, vy+ u„s) + P,

2'&s—sin (—o.„x+ n, „y + n,.s) + P.
4s

(70)

where 1/2'I' is a normalization factor; F, is the y-component of the unit vec-
tor A, .

By exactly the same method that we used for the deduction of (63) we
find now a very similar equation, obtained by substituting in (63) for A. sin
1, and A, sin F,' the values B, and 8,' which are obtained by putting into
(70) the coordinates x„0, 0 and x', 0, 0 of the atoms A and 8. This formula
1S:

~120 ~ ~ ~ 0 ~ ~ ~

16xse' 8,X8,'X'
vv

Qh

e—2m's(vs —u') t

—2xf(v, —v) + y —2xf(v, —v')

The sum over s may be efkcted, as in the preceding chapter by taking first
the mean value of j3,I3, ' over all the phases and orientations of the radiation
components. We find thus the following formula corresponding to (65):

c 2xv, (x —x') c 2xv, (x+ x')
8,8,' = sin — sin (72)

Sxv. (x —x') C Sxv,(x+ x') C

We substitute this expression in (71), multiply by
(Sx/c') Qv, 'd v,

and integrate over s, . We find thus:
cy20. ..p. .. = R —R+ (73)

where 8 and R+ represent two terms equal to the right hand side of (6S)
where in place of r respectively x —x' and x+x' has been substituted; we get:

R

for t &

8''e' vXv'X' x —g'
. e27riu'(s —x )/c fOr t

x —x' c'h —2sf(r' —v) + 7 C

(74)
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8i~3e2 .X"X'
x + x' c'h —2xf(»' —v) + y

x+ x'
for t(

Cg+ g'
~Reive (x+x') /c fOr

The two terms R and R+ clearly represent the effect of the incident and the
reflected wave. Let us now consider a time t)(x+x')/c. Then both for 8
and R+ the second expressions are valid and we get from (73)

8i~ae~ .X.'X' 1
&2qiv' (x—x') /c &2m iv' (x+x') /c '75

c'h —2m. f(v' —v) +y x —x' g+ g'

It is evident that this expression has a large value if the two exponential
factors have the same phase. The condition of equal phase is:

27TV 2' P
(x —x') = (x+ x') —2xn

where ri is an integer. We get from this:

n cg'= ——=e—
2 v' 2

where X' = c/v' represents the wave-length corresponding to the frequency
v'. We see therefore that the places where the probability of excitation is
small (dark fringes) are planes, parallel to the mirror and spaced by a half
wave-length from each other; similarly we find that the places where the
probability of excitation is strong (bright fringes) are the planes situated in
the middle between two dark fringes. We may conclude that the results of
the quantum theory of radiation describe this phenomenon in exactly the
same way as the classical theory of interference.

Ib1 l. Theory of the Doppler effect

The change of frequency of the light emitted from a moving source is very
simply explained by the wave theory of light. But it 6nds also a simple,
through apparently very diferent, explanation in the light-quantum theory;
it can be shown that the Doppler eHect may be deduced from the conserva-
tion of energy and momentum in the emission process.

Let us consider an atom A with two energy levels m~ and m2, the fre-
quency emitted by the atom when it is at rest is then

v = (wm —wg)/h.

Let us now suppose that the atom is excited and that it moves with velocity
V; its total energy is then:

m2+ ~nzV'

At a given instant the atom emits, on jumping down to the lower state, a
quantum of frequency v'; the recoil of the emitted quantum produces a slight
change of the velocity, which after the emission becomes V', the energy of
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the atom is then m'~+-,'m V". We get therefore from the conservation of energy

hv' = (w2 + -'mV') —(wj + —',m Y") = hv + ~m(Y' —V") (76)

The conservation of momentum gives:

mV' = mV—
hv'

where the bold face letters mean vectors. Taking the square we get:

hp
m'V" = m'V'+ —2mV —cos 8

C2 C

t3 being the angle between the velocity and the direction of emission. From
this equation and (76) we get, neglecting terms in 1/c'.

V1+—COS 0
C

which is the classic formula for the Doppler effect to a nonrelativistic ap-
proximation.

We will now work out the theory of the Doppler eiTect with Dirac's
theory of radiation. We shall see that the interpretation of the Doppler ef-
fect in this theory is very similar to its interpretation in terms of light quan-
ta; and it is due essentially to the changes in momentum due to the recoil of
the emitted light. In all the examples which we have worked out till now, we
have used the approximation (45), which is obtained by supposing that the
portion of space where the electron moves is so small, that the phases I", of
the standing vibrations can be considered as constants in it. Now we shall
see that this simplification can no longer be made if we wish our theory to
represent also the impulse properties of light quanta. So that for the theory
of the Doppler eGect and the Compton eEect it is necessary to consider that
the phases I', are actually variables.

We simplify the problem by considering the emitting atom as constituted
by a proton (charge e, mass m~, coordinates x&, yq, x&—=X&) and an electron
(charge —e, mass m„coordinates xg, y&, s~=—X~). The Hamilton function for
the system consisting of this atom and the radiation 6eld is the obvious gen-
eralization of (15); it is:

Pl P2 8~ «2
H = — + + eV + Q(-,'p, '+ 2x'v, 'p, ') ——— Q(A, Pg) sin f'„

2m] 2m2 g mg 0
e 8+ —— g(A, p~) sin F„.

m2 0

We take now as new coordinates: the coordinates

mgXg + m2X2

my+ m2
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of the center of gravity, and the relative coordinates of the two particles:

X = Xj. —X2.

The momenta conjugated to $ and X are:

P& P2
q = M/andP =m

my mg

where M =mq+m~ is the total mass of the atom and tn = mam/(mr+mm) is
the relative mass.

We make the assumption that the dimensions of the atom are very small
compared with the wave-length. We may then substitute for I'„and I'„ the
value:

(~. () + P
C

(78)

of the phase in the center of gravity. The Hamiltonian of the system becomes
then.

p'
H = + + eV(X) + Q(-', pP+ 2s'v, 'q, ')

231 2m

e 8m

g(A„p) sin f', .
m Q

(79)

We consider now the last term

e Sm
Se = ——— g(A„p) sin F.

Q
(80)

as the perturbation. The unperturbed Hamiltonian is:

p'
EIo = + + eV(X) + Q(-'p, m+ 2s'v, 'q. ').

2M 2m
(81)

The 6rst term of (81) is the Hamiltonian of the translatory motion of the
center of gravity; the corresponding eigenfunctions are:

Q
—1/2gRai(%net) /h (82)

~here Q
—'/' is a normalization factor; g„represents the momentum of the

atom, which can be supposed to assume discreet values, since the atom can
move in a finite volume Q.

The second and third term of IIO represent the Hamiltonian of the inter-
nal coordinates of the atom; the corresponding eigenfunctions are N~" The
last term of II0 is the Hamiltonian of the radiation components whose eigen-
functions are:

Nngln, g
' '

Nre,
' ' '

The eigenfunctions of the unperturbed system are given by the pr««t:
(83)
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and the corresponding eigenvalue, as in (34) is the sum

E„„,. . .„,. . . = q„/22d+ E„+hvie.i+ . + hv, e, + . (84)

The probability of the state nn'n& ~ n, is given by the square of the
modulus of the quantity:

SS $$ 44 ' ' ~I

The o's, according to the general formula (26) satisfy differential equations,
analogous to (47)

27ri
n2x i(gmm' ..—Ene'. ..) &IhC tv' 444 $44]~ ~ ~ $44 ~ ~ t X'gts 4 7g ere ~ ~ ~ l/

4 v
(85)

h tktS N ] ~ ~ ~ tS4 ~ ~ ~I

where X„„, ... represents, according to (27), the matrix element of the
perturbation energy (80) corresponding to the transition from the state with
indices m, m', m~, to the state n, n', n~, , we have:

Jt . Q . . .RQ. dfdXdq. ., (86)

Substituting in (86) the expressions (80) and (83) we see that the integral
(86) splits in the product of integrals. We are interested in the factor con-
taining the coordinates $ of the center of gravity; this factor is, remembering
(78): | (' 2mv,

s—2m'i(oaf)/h sin (~ $) + P r2+i(ym))/hdtv
0 Sp S (87)

where d$ represents the element of volume. Expressing the sine in terms of
exponentials, (87) becomes:

g iPe ~
—iPe

~(2+i/h) frfm —rfn+(hue/c)ae, t jdg —
~

|v(2xi/h) frfm 4'—(»e/c)ae, kid/
2iO a 2in J

The integrals have generally a value very near to zero, they are very different
from zero only if

+ (hv, /c)n, = 0 (88)

since in this case one of the exponentials is equal to unity. Eq. (88) is the con-
dition of conservation of momenta, since g„and g are the momenta of the
motion of the center of gravity of the atom and (hv, /c)a, is the moment of
the emitted quantum; the double sign arises from the fact that the s-compon-
ent of the radiation 6eld is a standing vibration which may be considered as
resulting from two progressing waves moving in the opposite directions de-
fined by the unit vectors +a, and —0,

We see therefore that the conservation of momentum in the emission pro-
cess follows from the radiation theory. That also the energy principle must
hold results from Eq. (85), since only the terms with

give an important contribution.
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Now we have shown that the formulas for the Doppler change of fre-
quency can be derived if we assume the conservation of energy and momen-
tum. The Doppler formulas can therefore be deduced from the radiation
theory. We could also deduce from this theory the formulas for the intensity
of radiation in different directions; the results are identical with the results
of the classical theory.

$12. Scattering of radiation from free electrons

The scattering of radiation from free electrons can be considered in two
different approximations. The 6rst approximation leads to the classical
Thomson formula for the intensity of the scattered radiation with no change
of frequency. The second approximation gives the phenomena of the Comp-
ton eGect where the momenta of light quanta are considered. We shall see
also that the theory of scattering carried out by help of Dirac's relativistic
wave function for the electron is essentially different from the present non-
relativistic theory. In this section we shall always discuss the nonre1ativistic
theory.

It can be shown that the simple interaction term (16) between the radia-
tion and the electron is not responsible for the scattering from free electrons,
not even in Erst approximation. This is connected with the well-known fact
that the free electron has. no probability of spontaneous transition between
two states n and m with different velocity, .The interaction term (16) in-
volves the spontaneous transitions; therefore it may be neglected for the case
of the free electron.

The interaction term which is responsible for the scattering is the term
(17) which we have hitherto neglected, since it is smaller than (16) and only
becomes important if the effect of (16) is zero. Let in and n be two (transla-
tional) states of the free electrons. The corresponding eigenfunctions can be
written:

gI, —Q-1(2g2x's(pn, a) (h ~,1, Q
—1/2g2m't (prl, x) /h

y'n + sr' (89)

where p and p represent the momentum of the electron in the states n and
m; 0 '" is the normalization factor.

To get a scattering different from zero, we need consider the interaction
term (17).By help of (12) this term can be written in the form (18).We must
first calculate the matrix elements corresponding to (18); then we shall sub-
stitute them in a formula analogous to (26) in order to find out the variations
of the a's with the time. This calculation may be carried out to two diferent
approximations. In the first one the supposition is made, that the phase I', of
the waves can be regarded as a constant; this approximation yields simply
Thomson's formula for the intensity of the scattered radiation and is equiva-
lent to neglecting the momentum properties of light quanta. In order to get
the theory of the Compton shift of wave-length it is necessary to consider the
dependence of the phases I' on the coordinates. We shall at present restrict
ourselves to the 6rst approximation and consider the F.as constants.

By means of (38}and (39) it may be very easily proved that a matrix ele-
ment of II('),
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(2)K,~. ..".;m, ~, ~, ."
is only different from zero if the following conditions exist:

(a) n=tl
(b) the numbers nin& with the exception of only two, say vt, and n„

are equal to the corresponding indices ns1m2

(c) m, =n, +1 and m, =n, +1 (where the + signs are incoherent).
If these conditions are satisfied we get:

e'h(A, A,) sin I', sin I', (tt, + 1)'t' (vt, + 1)t~'

trtttQ (v, v.) '~' vt, "' e.'I' (90)

where in the last two terms the upper or the lover expression must be taken
according to the + or —sign in n, +1 or in n. +1.Putting these matrix ele-
ments in the general formula (26) we get the following differential equations
for the a's:

4

S~ tSSI ttlS ~ ~ ~ sty ~ ~ ~

2ie' (A,A,)
sin I', sin I',

aa (V»Va)

X [tt.n.".,pi" n.ii".[(ti. + 1)(vt. + 1)]'"e ' ""+""
]1(2 +2srs(vs —vtr) t+ tin»i . n -i naat [Na(tsa + 1)]

+ a„nt. . .„,„,.. .n. t [(tt, ~ 1)tea]'t'e-' '~"-".&t

1 1/2 +2%4(vs+vtr) 4+ » tin»t ~
—i ~ ~ n —i. . .(SaS») e * ].

(91)

To get the intensity of the scattered light, we make the assumption that at
the time t=0

anoo "n" o

(93)w, = vt, hv, /Q.

while all the other a's are zero. This means physically that there is a certain
amount of radiation in the field; this is the primary radiation of frequency v,
and energy density

We must find the intensity of the radiation scattered in the component 0..
The probability that a quantum is scattered in the radiation component o. is
given by the square modulus of

an 0 ~ ~ n;1 ~ ~ 1 ~

If we limit ourselves to a very short time t, we might still assume (92) to be
valid in first approximation; and we obtain therefore from (91):

are O. r —1 "1 ~ ~ = (94)
218 sin F, sin F,

(g g ) it ilse 2»i(aa »a)t- —
ma (v,i.) 't'

since only the third term in the square brackets gives a result di6erent from
zero. Integration with respect to time, with the initial condition a„,o, . . .„, 1,-

. ~ .1 . . . =Ofort=Oyields:
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8'g v ~ 0'ge $ ~ ~ ~ $ ~ ~ ~

e' (A A ) sin F sinf' e '~'&".-" &' —1e e e
Se

xt&tQ (v.v,)"'
Ve Ve

The probability for the scattering of a quantum in the component o, is the
square modulus of this expression, i.e.,

4e4 (AQ, )'sine I', sin»F, sin' s(v, —v,)t
&W~n~ VeVtr Ve Ver

Summing over the index o we obtain the probability for the scattering of a
quantum in any component of radiation. This sum may be transformed into
an integral by a method similar to that described in section 8. We first sub-
stitute for (A,A,)', sin'F„sin'I', their mean values 1/3, 1/2, 1/2. Then we
multiply by the number of radiation components (8s/c')Qv, 'dv, with fre-
quency between v, and v +dv, and integrate over v . Ke obtain:

8 e4 n, " sin' s.(v. —v,)t

3s c'rn' Qv, J» (v. —v,)'

The integral can be evaluated by observing that its values are all in the
immediate neighborhood of v, = v.. (The scattered radiation has the same fre-
quency as the primary light. ) We can therefore extend the limits of integra-
tion from —00 to +00 and substitute v, for the first v, . By the integral for-
mula

we obtain:

+" sin' kx dx=xk
so X

8+ e4 e,
N =— —t

3 c'm' 0

(95)

(96)

as the number of quanta scattered during the time t. The scattered energy is:

8x e4
hV, S = — m, t.

3 c'm'
(9"I)

This expression coincides with the well. -known formula derived by Thom-
son from the classical theory of radiation.

The theory carried out to this approximation gives no account of the
Compton shift of wave-length, which is due to the momentum of light quan-
ta. A theory of the Compton e6ect may be obtained if we calculate the ma-
trix element:

(98)

without the assumption, which we have hitherto made, that the phase I', of
the radiation components can be considered as a constant over the space
occupied by the electron. From (18) and the expressions (89) of the eigen-
functions of the electron we see that the factor in the matrix element (98)
depending on x, y, s is;
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(1/II) Jt e "'~""*'~"sin r, sin r,e+"'&~"*""dxdydz (99)

We write the sine functions in terms of exponentials and remember that

2' Ve 27/ vg'(~„x) + p„r. = '(~., x) + p. .

We see therefore that (99) splits in a sum of terms like:

g& «Pe» Pe

+ g2&&(pm —urzk &hvelc)aef (hv&l&)ae, x) (hdpdydZ
40

If the coefficient of X in the exponent is considerably different from zero, the
integral over the space 0 vanishes, since the exponential is a rapidly varying
function with mean value zero. We get a term different from zero only if the
coefficient is practica11y zero. That is:

hv, hv,
Prrz Prz + O.'e + 0!g —0. (100)

This is simply the condition of conservation of momentum. The double signs
arise from the fact that a stationary wave is the superposition of two pro-
gressive waves of opposite directions.

From the conservation of momentum, the Compton wave-length change
could be deduced with a method very analogous to the one used in the or-
dinary theory of Compton effect. We will not enter into the details of this
theory, from which even intensity formulas in nonrelativistic approximation
can be derived.

PABT II. THEOBY OF RADIATION AND DIBAC 8 WAVE EQUATION

In the second part of this work we shall first show how the general formu-
las of the previous section can be derived if we take as a basis Dirac's rela-
tivistic wave equation for the electron, instead of Schrodinger's equation.
After this we shall study the very peculiar role which is played in the theory
of light scattered from free electrons by the states of negative energy, char-
acteristic of Dirac's theory of the electron. We shall also discuss the possi-
bility of radiative transitions from states of positive to states of negative
energy of a Dirac electron. These transitions in reality certainly do not take
place; nevertheless it has some interest to see how they are derived from the
present theory, since a correct theory should find some way of preventing
them.

)13. Dirac's wave function of the electron

We shall in this paragraph collect some formulas on Dirac's wave func-
tion which will be of use later.

It is well known that in Dirac's relativistic theory the electron at a given
time is specified by four coordinates. Three of them, x, y, z, are the ordinary
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positional coordinates; the fourth coordinate a will represent some internal
degree of freedom; we shall call o the spin coordinate. While the coordinates
x, y, z have a continuous range of variability from — to +00, the spin co-
ordinate 0 can assume four values only; it is no limitation of generality to call
these four values 1, Z, 3, 4. The wave function P will depend on x, y, z, o:

P = f(x, y, z, o). (101)

Since the variable a takes only a finite set of values, it is often convenient to
write it as an index:

rP = f.(x, y, z). (102)

The wave function is thus represented by a set of four functions P~(x, y, z),
lf, (x, y, z), f&(x, y, z), $4(x, y, z) of the space coordinates only.

In Dirac's theory of the electron two types of operators are to be con-
sidered. The operators of the first kind act on the dependence of P on the
space coordinates; for instance:

A second kind of operators acts on the dependence of P on o. The most
general type of linear operator of this kind is a linear substitution on the four
P„P&, P&, f4. Therefore these operators are represented by matrices of the
linear substitution; they have four rows and four columns. We shall consider
chiefly four operators of this kind, viz. ,

0 0 0 1

0 0 1 0

0 1 0 0

1 0 0 0

0 0 1 0

0 0 0 —1

1 0 0 0

0 —1 0 0

0 0 0 —i

0 0 i 0

0 —i 0 0

i 0 0 0

0 0 0

0 1 0 0

0 0 —1 0

0 0 0 —1

(103)

For instance the effect of the operator y. applied to the eigenfunction f=
(I/Ig lPQ i(3 i/4) is to change it in y,f= (f4, Pz, f&, lP&). Similarly

v.4 = (—~A~ &A~ —&A~ &4'i) ~ yA = (A) —4'4~ A~ —
Wu); (104)

N' = (A, A, —4s, —44)

The y's and 5 satisfy the well-known relations

p&' = &3' = p, ' = ~' = 1; yes, + y,yv = 0 and similar

v+~ + 8y, = 0 and similar.

We will very often summarize y„y „,y. by a g-vector (that is a vector whose
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components are q-numbers) y. It is well known that 7, y„,y„(:h can be con-
sidered to transform as the four components of a four vector; our vector y is
the space component of this four vector.

Now we write down the well-known Dirac's relativistic Hamilton func-
tion for the electron in the form:

eU8' = eV —c y, P — —nic'b. (105)

The product containing y is to be considered as an ordinary scalar product;
V and U are the scalar and the vector potential.

The Schrodinger equation corresponding to the Hamiltonian (105) can be
written putting in evidence the four $($2(I(..$4. We obtain, remembering the
meaning of the operators contained in (105) the four equations:

(mc'+ W —eV)$( =—

(mc'+ W —eV)$2 ———

(—m(." + W —eV)$3 ———

(—s(c' + W —eV)P( ———

ch 8/4 .8/4 ~ps—z +
2' Z 8$8$ 88

+s[(U* —'U.)4 + U&]
ch 8/3 8/3 8/4+z

27/ 1 8$8/ (IIIS

+ e[(U, + fU„)$3 —U,(f, ]
ch 8/2 Bpg Bpg—z +
2x'z 8$8f Bs'

+ ~[(U* —iU.)A+ U*(l(]

Ch BQI Bfg Bfg+i
2mg 8$8$ Bz

+ e[(U, + i U„)(I(( —U,P,].

(106a)

(106b)

(106c)

(106d)

It can be proved that the dissymmetry in these equations is only appar-
ent; it arises in some way from the fact, that the spin coordinate has been re-
ferred to the s-axis, which has therefore a di6'erent treatment.

The energy 8' contains the intrinsic energy mc' of the electron; its values
are therefore in the neighborhood of r((c'. As weil known, the Hamiltonian (105)
has also besides these "normal" eigenvalues, "anomalous" ones, which lie near
the value —nsc'. These negative eigenvalues which have certainly for the elec-
tron no physical meaning, would correspond in some way to states of an elec-
tron with negative mass. They are supposed to be due to some fault either in
the theory or in its interpretation but the tentative assumptions which have
been made to get a correct theory cannot at present be claimed successful.
In the following sections we shall see the importance of the negative states
for the interpretation of actual phenomena, e.g. , the scattering of light. Any
theory which would try to get rid of the negative states by simply striking
them away, should be very careful not to remove the scattering properties of
the electron at the same time.
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We will now consider for a moment some properties of the normal states
with positive energy. Since the energy 8' lies near mc, it can be conveniently
written:

5' = mc'+ E (107)

where E represents the ordinary energy without the term representing the
intrinsic energy. For the sake of simplicity we neglect in (106) the terms de-
pending on the vector potential U. We see now that in Eqs. (106a) and (106b)
the coefficient of P& and $2 is very large: (2ritc'+E eV), —while P4 and f4 in
the first side of (106c) and (106d) have a much smaller coefficient: (Z —e V).
From this we infer that fi and P4 are much smaller than $4 arid P4. From
(106a) and (106b), neglecting in a first nonrelativistic approximation Z —e V
with respect to mc', we obtain:

i h B$4 B$4 B$3+
4mmc Bx By Bs

t

i h B$3 B$3 B$4A= +$
4+me Bx By Bs

(108)

(from these equations we see that fi and f4 are smaller than $4 and P4 by a
factor of the order of magnitude s/c). We substitute (108) in (106c) and
(106d) always putting the U's equal to zero, and obtain both for i/4 and f4
the ordinary Schrt."dinger equation

h'
(Z —eV)$4+ 6/4 = 0

8x'm

h'
(E —eV)tf4+ hrP4 = 0

8m'm

(109)

We see therefore that in the nonrelativistic approximation $4 and f4 are
eigenfunctions of the ordinary Schrcdinger problem, corresponding to the
same eigenvalue. Therefore if there is no degeneration in the Schrcdinger
problem $4 and f4 can differ only by a constant factor, from the normalized
eigenfunction corresponding to the eigenvalue E in Schrodinger's equation

h'
(E —eV)w+ hie = 0.

8x'm
(110)

We can take for instance either:

or:
P3= zo, P4 —-0
$3=0, $4= m

These solutions correspond to the two possible orientations of the spin with
respect to the s-axis. From these expresssions for f4 and f4, and (108) we ob-
tain the complete expression of the four components of P in the form:
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lb B20 sh O'M) BK
lP4s = ) — + Z ) 'N) 0

4nmc Bz 4mtptc Bx

fh BN O'N Sh BK
0,

4n-mc Bx By krmc Bz

(111)

and ]p[4 are the eigenfunctions corresponding to the two orientations of the
spin.

We wi11 now write also the expressions of the exact Dirac wave function
for the case where there are no forces acting on the electron (V=O, U=O)
and the components of the momentum P, p„, p, are therefore constants.
Corresponding to these values of the momentum components, [p must con-
tain the space coordinates x, y, z in the exponential factor e'~'&&"+»&+&*)i'"

The four components of [pwill therefore be products of four constants B2, B2,
93, J34 by this factor:

fB B B B ]c2gi(pgg+pgp+pgg) I[g (112)

Putting in (105) this expression for [pand taking V=O, U=O, we get for the
8's the following equations:

(mc'+ W)Bi+ c(p, —ip„)B4+ cp,B2 ——0

(mc' + W)B2 + c(p. y 2p„)B2 —cp,B4 ——0
(113)

(—mc'+ W)B2+ c(p, —ip„)B2 + cp,B, = 0

(—mc'+ W)B4+ c(P, + iPp)B2 —cPgB2 ——0

It can be readily proved that these linear equations have not identically van-
ishing solutions only if:

gl2 —yg2c4 + c2P42

that is:
W = + (m'c4+ c2p2)'[2. (114)

This is the ordinary relativistic relation between energy and momentum. The
+ sign corresponds to the ordinary positive values of the energy; the —sign
to the anomalous negative energy values. For each of the two energy values
(114) there are two linear independent solutions of (113) which correspond
to the two possible orientations of the spin. They can be written in the form:

C [ C g C g+2Pp

(mc'+W)' mc'+W mc'+W
(115a)

~

C2p2 —/2 4C P 2P cP

(mc'+ W) ' mc'+ W mc'+ W

for the positive energy values; and in the form:

c'P'
[B,B,2, B ] =(14(mc' —W)'

c'P'[gg., g, g ]=(, I+
(mc' —W)'

for the negative energy values.

cp. c(p, +ipp)
i, 0, )

sec~ —S" mc' —W

C(P g 2Pp) CPg
0, i,

mc' —W mc' —8'

(115b)
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The normalization factors (1+c'P'/(mc'+ W)') '" have been so chosen that
the sum of the square modulus of the 8's is unity. For vanishing momentum

p, the 8's take the very simple expressions:

(BiBsBsB4] = [0 0 1 0]
W =+mc'

[BiBsBeB4] = [0 0 0 1]
(115c)

[B,B,B,B,] = [1 0 0 0]
W = —mc'.

[B,B,B,B,] = [0100]
$14. Radiation theory in nonrelativistic approximation

We shall restrict ourselves to the case for which the electron of our atom
can be considered in an electrostatic field of force, and the only nonelectro-
static forces are those due to the radiation field. In Eq. (105) we may there-
fore suppose that V is independent of the time, and represents the electro-
static potential of the atom, while U vanishes if we neglect the interaction of
the atom and the radiation field; if we do not neglect this interaction we put
for U the expression (12) of the vector potential of radiation. The Hamilton
function (105) of the electron becomes then:

8~ »
eV —e(y, p) —mc'8 + ee — g(v, A,) tf, sin I',

8

(116)

where the last term represents the eRect of the radiation field.
We get the Hamilton function of the complex system of the a tom and the

radiation field, adding to (116) the Hamiltonian (11) of the radiation. We get
thus:

p'~+ z —'+ ~-"'~')
2

8~ »2
+ ec — g(v, A,)q, sinI', . (117)

0

The Hamiltonian function (117) can be split up into the sum of an unper-
turbed Hamiltonian

p2e. = ~ —«v, ~&
— '~+ Z —'+ 2.".'~.')

8

and a perturbation term:

8~ »2
K = ec — g(y, A,)q, sin I',

(118)

(119)

representing the interaction energy.
The eigenfunctions of the unperturbed problem represented by Hf) can be

very easily written, since IIO is the sum of a term containing the coordinates
of the electron only, and of terms each containing the only variables q„p, of
the sth radiation component. The unperturbed eigenfunctions are therefore
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products of eigenfunctions of the atom and the radiation oscillators as in for-
mula (31)

(120)nnlng. ..n ... —SASsluss ~ Ss

where the symbols are the same as in (31).
We must now calculate the matrix elements of the perturbation (119).

K ann In 2
~ ~ na ~ ~ i trz tran 1m 2 ~ ~ m ~ ~ ~ ~s

k '"1 (e, + 1)'I'
W I'

+1sn1n2 ~ ~ n~ ~ ~ ~ ~ mnIng ~ ~ nsf 1 ~ ~ ~ (D,„,A,)
~o (e '~~)

(121)

Its calculation is practically identical with the calculation for the der-
ivation of (41). It is found that the only matrix elements which don't van-
ish identically are:

where the upper or the lower expression of the last factor must be taken ac-
cording to the two possibilities m, =n, +1 or m, =m, —1. The vector D,„„
has the following meaning:

D,„= N„y sin I',u des

where integration must be extended over all the configuration space for the
electron (that is: integrate over the space coordinates x, y, z from — to
+~, and sum over the four values of the spin variable).

The expression of D, can be very much simplified if we make the as-
sumption that the dimensions of the atom are much smaller than the wave-
length. In this case we may consider sinF, as a constant all over the space
occupied by the atom and take it out of the integral (122). We get thus:

D, = sin t', N„yl de = sinI', y„~ (123)

where y is the matrix element of the operator y.
We calculate the last factor by the nonrelativistic approximation (111)

for the eigenfunctions. We take first both for N„and e eigerifunctions of the
type f (spin in the positive z-direction). We have:

ik O'N tk OR BR
Qttz = — -

&
-- +f p&~q0

krmc Bz 4xnsc Bx By

Let us calculate the x-component of the vector (123);remembering the mean-
ing of y, we obtain:

$k BK OK $k BR
'Yggztz = 0p ~my + Z p

4n-mc Bx By 4xmc Bz

We have also:

Sk O'R„
0

4m.wc Bz

ik Bm„OK&
7 &~~ 0

4nmc Bx By
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We get f8 y,N ko, summing up the products of the corresponding four com-
ponents of the two last expressions, and integrating over alI space. We get:

ik t' BZO„BR'

j 4n.mc J Bx Bx

~"(-- -. )'
ih Bm ih pBrs„dr —

I

—(rs w )dr —
~~

(sp„—w„)dr
2+me J Bx %rase Bx 4nmc J By

The last two integrals can be transformed by Green's theorem into surface
integrals extended over a surface at infinite distance; since the eigenfunctions
m and m decrease very rapidly they vanish. We obtain therefore:

eh

j @tsar ~NwsdM
ASK aJ

t „'™d,.
BS

Calculating with a similar method the components y and x we obtain vec-
torially:

ih
i&..g.~ .d,

2xnsc 8

which shows the amenity between the operator y of Dirac's theory and the ex-
pression -P/roc= -s/c of Schrodinger's theory (remember that p (k/2si)
grad).

From (42) (observe that the e's in (42) are the Schrodinger eigenfunctions,
so they correspond to our present ts's) we obtain now:

N~'rl~dco = (2Ã$jG)v~ygX~yg (125)

where X is the matrix element representing the radius vector in Schrodin-
ger's approximation. From (123) and (121) we obtain at last:

1/8 v (0 + 1)1Is

X», . ..~, . ..,~~, .. .~,pq. .. = 2sfe — --- (A,X„) sin I', (126)
mQ v 'I~ e 'I'

which is identical to (46) derived previously.
This shows that in the present nonrelativistic approximation the results

obtained for the radiation theory with Dirac's wave function are completely
identical to those derived in Part I with Schrodinger's wave function.

We notice further that (125) has been derived on the assumption that the
states e and m have their spins pointing in the same direction. If their spins
point in opposite directions, the result is zero. This fact can at first sight seem
contradictory, since it means that there are no transitions between states with
opposite spin directions, But we must remember that we have made the cal-
culations on the hypothesis that the eigenfunctions of the Schrodinger prob-
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lem are not degenerate. The effect of this is that there is no coupling between
spin and orbital movement, as in s-terms; where changes of spin direction are
observed, this is only due to the coupling of spin and orbit and if this coupling
is loosened, as in Paschen-Back effect, no changes of spin direction actually
occur.

$15. Dirac's theory and scattering from free electrons

The theory of scattering of light from free electrons has some interest, as
we have said, because it shows in a very striking way the actual importance
of the states with negative energy even for very real phenomena where these
mysterious states do not explicitly appear. This theory can of course be car-
ried out either to the approximation of the Compton effect or to the approxi-
mation giving simply Thomson's coefficient of scattering and no change of
frequency. Since the essential features of the theory are conserved also if we
neglect the change of frequency, we shall carry out the theory to this approxi-
mation (i.e. , we shall not consider the momentum properties of light quanta).
The exact theory leads to the intensity formula of Klein-Nishina.

The approximation introduced by neglecting the momentum properties
of light quanta is equivalent, as we have often said, to considering the phase
F. of light constant over the place occupied by the electron. We may also
suppose that the velocity of the electron during the process of scattering is
always neg1igible, since we neglect the recoil of the scattered quanta. We can
take therefore the eigenfunctions of the electron in the very simple form
(115c) corresponding to velocity zero. We shall indicate the four states (115c)
by the indices 1, 2, 3, 4. States 1, 2 are states of positive energy +mc, with
spin pointing in the direction +s and —s; states 3, 4 have negative energy
—nsc' with the spin pointing in the directions +s.

We will suppose that at the beginning (t = 0) the electron is in the state
1 and there are n, quanta in the s-component of radiation (primary radia-
tion). We can put therefore:

C1 P ~ ~ ~ rt P ~ ~ ~ (127)

while the other e's are zero. To find out the amount of radiation scattered
into the o-component, we must find the value of ai, p ~ ~ ~ ], ~ ~ ~ 1 ~ . . at the time
t. Now the matrix element of the perturbation corresponding to this transi-
tion is zero, since two radiation components (s and 0.) change their quantum
number; the transition can therefore occur only through an intermediate
state, which can combine both with the initial and the final state. It is easily
seen that there are only four such states:

(3, n, —1, 0), (4, n, —1, 0), (3, I„, 1), (4, n„ 1) (128)

for brevity only the quantum numbers of the electron and of the radiation
components s, o have been indicated. The states (2, n, —1, 0) and (2, n„1)
have not been considered since it is immediately shown by the definition that
pin =0 so that these states do not combine.

The intermediate states (128) are states for which the electron has a
negative energy; without these states of negative energy no scattering proc-
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ess would be possible. We will now show, that the scattering calculated with
the intermediate states (128) actually gives Thomson's intensity formula.

For this we must first write the matrix elements corresponding to the
transition from the initial state (1, n„0) to the intermediate states (128), and
from these states to the final state (1, n, 1—, 1). From (115c) we immediately
find:

y~13 = 0; ylf13 = Oj yz13 = 1

Y zl4 ~ j Yyl4 & j Pzl4
(129)

Interchanging of the indices changes the corresponding y into its complex
conjugate value: (e.g. , y„4i = i) —Fro.m (121) (123) (129) we obtain the re-
quired matrix elements; they are:

h 1/2sinI.
3 ne 1 ~ 0'1&ns 0 8C Asze, 1/2

~n

h '"sin I",
3l4, ,-i,o;i,»„o = ec — —(A„—zA, „)n,ii

~n

h '»sin I',
3, n, 1'l,ns, 0 = CC A„

mQ V. '/2

(130)

X4,„„i;i,„„o= ec (A —iA &)
~n

for the transitions from the initial states (1, n„0) to the intermediate states
(128); and

»2sin r
~+ l,ns 1 ~ 1'3 ~ ne

1~ns 1~ li4, ns-1, 0

1, ne—1, li 3,ns, 1

h '/'sin I',
(A., + iA.„)

~a
(131)

l,ns—1, ll4, n„ 1

h '/'sin I',
ec — (A„+ iA, „)n,'i'

~n

for the transitions from the intermediate states to the final state (1, n, —1, 1).
From these matrix elements and the general formula (26) we easily cal-

culate the amplitudes of probability for the intermediate states. If we limit
ourselves to a very short interval of time we may still suppose (127) to be
valid in first approximation, and we obtain from (26):

~3,n,—1,0 =—2~i
g g2~i(—2mc —h)e) t/h

h
3,n —1,Oil, ne, 0 l, ne, 0

(notice the very big change in the energy due to the transition of the electron



from state l with positive energy +mc2, to state 3 with negative energy
—/r/c'). Putting ai,„,0= 1 and remembering (130) we obtain:

~8,ns—1,0
2~i h '/'sin F,

ec ~ 1/2g e—2~i(2mc +hvs) t/h

h xQ

Integrating and neglecting hv„ in comparison with 2mc in the denominator
we obtain:

e h '/'sin F.
~3,n~—1,0 g 1/2+ e—2~i(2mc +hvs) t/h

2nsc xQ v, '/'
(132)

Notice that the integration constant should have been determined with the
condition a3,„1,0= 0 for t = 0; instead we have chosen the constant so that
the mean value of a3,„, 1,0 is zero. This corresponds exactly to what is done
also in the classical theory of dispersion of light from a harmonic oscillator;
one considers in that case the motion of the oscillator to be represented sim-

ply by the forced vibrations and one neglects the vibrations with the char-
acteristic frequency of the oscillator which are superposed on them. The
justification of this classical proceeding lies in the well known fact that the
vibrations of characteristic frequency are very rapidly damped by the reac-
tion of radiation, so that, in the permanent state, only the forced vibrations
remain. The justification in our case is quite similar; it could be shown that
the effect of an integration constant added to (132) would be very rapidly
damped from the reaction of states like (1, r/, 1, 1)—which has been neglected
in our calculations.

The amplitudes of probability for the other intermediate states are de-
duced with exactly the same method as (132).They are:

~4,n -1,0

~3,n„1

h «2sinr,~

~

// 1/2(g &g )& 2+((2me -+br')i/A

2m«Q

(
h»2sinr.

e
—2~i(2mc —hv(r) t/h

(rz

h»2sinr.
(g fg )s-2m((2m' —Avr)t//(

inc ~Q

(133)

We apply now once more the general formula (26) to the calculation of the
amplitude of probability for the final state. We get:

~l, ns—1,1
2'

s—2m'i(2mc +her)//h +. . . ]
h

1,ns—1,1 3,n&-1, 0 3in&-1/0

where similar terms for the other three intermediate states have been
omitted. With (132) (133) and (131) we find now:

2i e' e
Gi, —i, i = ——— slii F sin F (A,A.)e' '(". " )"".

Q m v, v,
(134)
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This equation coincides exactly with equation (94) obtained in the theory of
scattering made without using Dirac's wave equation. By exactly the same
method used for (94) we deduce from (134) Thomson's formula for the in-

tensity of scattered radiation.
The very profound difference between these two theories of scattering

should be emphasized; in the first theory, deduced from the Schrodinger wave
equation for the electron, the scattering effect was due to the presence in the
Hamiltonian of the term (17).This term is quadratic (and not linear) in the
vector potential, and therefore enables transitions for which a quantum
jumps in a single act from one radiation component to another. In Dirac's
wave equation only terms linear in the potentials are contained; this has the
effect that no direct transitions between two states can occur, if more than
one radiation component changes its quantum number. Therefore it would
seem probable at first sight that Dirac's relativistic free electron has no scat-
tering properties. We have shown however that this conclusion is wrong; the
scattering properties come out if one properly takes into account also the
negative states. Scattering appears as a sort of resonance, (very far from the
resonance line) of the quantum jump (of energy 2mc') between the positive
and the negative states.

$10. Radiative transitions from positive to negative states

We have seen in the preceding sections that a very great number of phe-
nomena find their natural explanation in Dirac's theory of radiation. We will
now briefly discuss some serious dif6culties of this theory. They are mainly
connected with difficulties in the theory of the electron.

It is well known that the most serious difBculty in Dirac's relativistic
wave equation lies in the fact that it yields besides the normal positive
states also negative ones, which have no physical significance. This would do
no harm if no transition between positive and negative states were possible
(as are, e.g. , transitions between states with symmetrical and antisymmetri-
cal wave function). But this is unfortunately not the case: Klein has shown

by a very simple example that electrons impinging against a very high poten-
tial barrier have a finite probability of going over in a negative state.

Dirac has tried with a very keen hypothesis to overcome these difficulties.
He postulates that there are in every portion of space an infinite number of
electrons which fill nearly completely in the sense of Pauli's principle, all the
states of negative energy; a transition from a positive to a negative state there-
fore occurs very seldom since only a few negative states are unoccupied.
Dirac goes further with the hypothesis, as he postulates that the unoccupied,
negative places, the "holes", are to be interpreted as protons; in fact it is
easily seen that a hole behaves like a positive charge with positive mass. The
quantum transition in which an electron jumps from a positive state into a
hole would therefore correspond to a hypothetic process of annihila, tion of an
electron and a proton, with radiation of the energy corresponding to their
masses.

Oppenheimer, Dirac and Tamm have calculated the probability of tran-
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sition from a positive to a negative state with radiation of the energy differ-
ence. From the standpoint that the negative states are equivalent to pro-
tons, their result gives the rate of annihilation of electrons and protons.

Without carrying out these calculations in any detail, we limit ourselves
to some qualitative remarks. Let us discuss the probability of radiative tran-
sition between a state (1) in which the momentum of the electron is pi ——0 and
its energy Wi ——+nic' to a state (2) where its energy is negative W', = —mc'
and its momentum is p2=0.

It is evident that the energy difference 8'I —W~ = 2mc' can not be radiated
in a single quantum, since the momentum condition P~ —p2

——2mc is not veri-
fied. It is however possible to obtain a finite probability of transition be-
tween the two states 1, Z with emission of two quanta having both energy
mc'/Ii and opposite direction of motion. This process is of course consistent
both with energy and momentum conservation.

The process will therefore happen in two steps. First step: a quantum of
energy mc' is emitted and the electron receives the recoil going over to a state
with momentum vie The ene. rgy of the electron in this state is (114):W
=+2"'mc'. This intermediate state does not satisfy also conservation of
(unperturbed) energy; as we have often seen in preceding instances, the
amplitude of probability for this state can not continuously increase with
time, but it can nevertheless be different from zero though having very small
oscillating values. From this intermediate state a direct transition to the
final state, with emission of a quantum of energy mc' and momentum op-
posite to the momentum of the first quantum is possible; since this last state
satisfies energy and momentum conservation, it is actually possible to show
that its amplitude of probability steadily increases giving a finite rate of tran-
sition from initial to final state.

Carrying out the calculations, the required probability of transition per
unit time results:

ire'/m'c'. (135)

If the electron in the negative state has not momentum zero, but has the
energy W' = —mc'n, (ca~ 1) the probability of transition becomes:

me4 1 0,'+ 4m+ 1
Iog [a + ((z2 —1) i&2] —a —3 . (136)si'c' n(n + 1) (u' —1)'i'

If we assume that all the negative states are empty, formula (136) summed
over all negative states would give an infinite probability for the transition
from a positive to a negative state: electrons could not remain in a positive
state, not even for a very short time.

If we assume on the other hand the "hole" theory of protons, the theory of
the transitions becomes very uncertain, since the electron is in that case sur-
rounded by an infinite number of other (negative) electrons. The interaction
effects of these electrons are neglected in the theory, though it is evident that
they might have enormous effects. Dirac suggests that this interaction might
be responsible for the difference in mass of the electron and the proton. If @re
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tentatively try to apply (136) to the process of annihilation of an electron and
a proton, putting for m some mean value between the masses of the electron
and the proton, the rate of annihilation comes out much too rapid; matter
would be destroyed in a very short time.

PART III. QUANTUM ELECTRODYNAMICS

$17. The electromagnetic field, whose interaction with matter we have
hitherto considered, is not an electromagnetic field of the most general type,
since a field of general type cannot be constructed by simply superposing
plane electromagnetic waves. It can be immediately seen that in a plane elec-
tromagnetic wave div E=O and this equation holds also for any super-
position of waves. Instead in a general electromagnetic field we have div E
=+4mp, p being the density of electricity; this shows that no field, where
charges are present, can be represented as a superposition of electromagnetic
waves.

An electromagnetic field of the most general type is represented by help
of a scalar potential V and a vector potential U by the well-known relations:

BU
E = —grad V ———;II = rot U.

c Bt
(137)

V and U are classically connected to the density of charge and the velocity
&by:

i. O'V 1 O'U
d V —— = —4mp hU ——

c~ Bt2 c2 ()$2

4m.
= ——pX.

c
(138)

Further U and V are not completely independent of each other; they satisfy
the relation:

BV
div U+ ——= 0

c 8$
(139)

which is closely connected to the equation of continuity for the electricity.
A general quantum theory of the electromagnetic field was constructed

by Heisenberg and Pauli by a method in which the values of the electro-
magnetic potentials in all the points of space are considered as variables.

Independently the writer proposed another method of quantization of
the electromagnetic field starting from a Fourier analysis of the potentials.
Though Heisenberg and Pauli's method puts in evidence much more clearly
the properties of relativistic invariance and is in many respects more general,
we prefer to use in this article the method of the writer, which is more simple
and more analogous to the methods used in the theory of radiation.

We will consider only a region of space of finite volume and we suppose
that both scalar and vector potential at a given time can be represented by
Fourier series of the type:
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8~ i~2

V c — gQ, cosI',
0

Sm. '1~
U = c — gu, sini',

0

(140)

where Q, and u, are a scalar and a vector function respectively of the time
only. The factor c(82r/D)'i2 has been put for convenience of normalization as
in (12). I', is given by (4). It is convenient to develop V and U in series of
cos p, and sin p, respectively, since in this case Eq. (139) takes a much sim-
pler form. It should finally be noticed that the number of characteristic fre-
quencies between v, and v, +dv, is to be taken equal to:

(4&r/c2) Dv, 2dv, (141)

i.e. , to the half of (1), since in our case the two possibilities of polarization for
the transverse waves are taken in account by the fact that I, is a vector.

As variables representing the field at a given time we take Q, and the
three components of the vector u, ; it is convenient however to take these
components in directions related to the form of the phase factor sin I', ; we
consider three mutually perpendicular unit vectors: n„which points in the
direction of the wave, A, ~ and A, 2 perpendicular to that direction. Let X„
g,~, g,2 be the components of I, in the directions n„A,~, A,2,' we have then;

Ne = 0'axe + ~ elgaX + ~e2fte2.

As variables describing the field we can take:

Qs& Xs& If&i& &1&2 ~

(142)

(143)

They depend only on the time.
It is very easy to deduce from (138) the differential equations that de-

termine the dependence of the variables (143) on the time. Multiply both
members of the first Eq. (138) by cos I',dr and integrate over all the space.
Ke suppose that the potential V'vanishes on the very distant surface limiting
our space 0, so that certain integrals over that surface can be omitted; we
obtain then by obvious transformations:

82V—4 j/& * I',d = f Sl' &'.d cos I',.d7-
c2 Qt2

1 82V
V.6 cos I',d7 —— cos F,dv.

C2 Bt2
From (4) we obtain:

We have therefore:

4m'v, 2

6 cosI', = — —cosI", .
C

d2
+ 4&rc2

Jt p cos I',dr = + 4x2v, 2 ltV cos I',dr
dt2

(144)
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Putting for V its expression (140) and remembering that the functions cos P,
are orthogonal and satisfy the relation

we obtain:
J(cos F~ cos P~dr = F086~

VcosF,d7 = c 2mQ '

From (144) we obtain therefore:

8~ »2
Q, + 2 'v, 'Q, = c — p cos P,dr.

0
(145)

This equation takes a much simpler form if we suppose that there are only
point charges e~, e2, ea, , at the points Xj., X2, X~, The integral in
(145) becomes then a sum over the point charges and we obtain:

8~ »2
Q, + 2ir'v, 'Q, = c — ge;cosP„.

0
(146)

where the sum has to be extended over all the charges; F„is the value of the
phase F, at the place I;of the i'" charge

2x'vs
(u„X;) + P, . (14'I)

By the same method we find a similar equation for the vector I, :

8~ »~
I, + 2s'v, 'I, = — ge;X;sin F„.

0
(148)

Remembering (142), we find that the three components of this vector equa-
tion in the three directions O.„A,~, A, 2 are:

8& »2

x, + 2s.sv, sx, = — Qe;(a„X;) sin 1„.
0

8~ »~
q, i+ 2x'v, 'q, i —— — ge;(A, i, X;) sin P„.

0
8~ «~

qg2 + 21' vg qg2 = +ei(cieey Xi) sin P„.
0

(149)

(150)

The Eqs. (146), (149), (150) are equivalent to (138).
Take the derivative of (146) with respect to t and add it to (149) multi-

plied by 2mv, .Then we find:
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This equation is evidently satisfied if:

2vrv, x, + Q, = 0. (152)

It is immediately seen that this last equation is equivalent to (139).Eq. (152)
does not follow directly from the differential equations (146), (149); though it
results from (151) that if at a given time (e.g. , t =0), (152) and its derivative
with respect to time

2~vx, +Q, = 0 (153)

are both satisfied, then they are satisfied for all time.
We must now write in Hamiltonian form the equations that describe the

motion of the particles and the variation of the electromagnetic field. For
this we simply write the Hamilton function and then verify that the canoni-
cal equations that can be derived by it actually represent the motion of the
particles and the Maxwell equations. The Hamilton function is the f'ollowing:

8~ »2
H = —c g(y;, P;) —gm;c28, + ge,c — gQ, cos T„.

i i 0 8

8~ »2
+ ge;c — g(y;, n,x, + A, ~g, q + A, nq, 2) sin I'„

0

+ Z(2(P ~'+ P"'+ ~ ' —P ') + 2~" '(C ~'+ V ~'+ x ' —
Q ') ) (154)

In this Hamilton function the variables are X;, and the spin coordinates, de-
scribing the motion of the particles; P; are the momenta (vectors) conjugated
to the coordinates X,; Q„x„q,~, g„are the coordinates describing the field
and P„cv„p,&, p, 2 are their conjugated momenta. y; and 6; represent opera-
tors analogous to Dirac's operators y and 5 of Eq. (105) operating on the spin
coordinate of the i'" particle. The structure of the Hamiltonian (154) is very
simple. Remembering (140), its first four terms can be written:

(155)

which is simply the repetition of Dirac's Hamilton function (105) for all the
particles. The last term of (154) represents the Hamiltonian function of the
electromagnetic field without interaction with the charges, and is analogous
to (11).

From this we see clearly that the Hamiltonian (154) correctly represents
the motion of the particles, since their coordinates are contained in (155)
which is equivalent to Dirac's Hamilton function. We must show that also
the Maxwell equations, or the equivalent equations (146), (149), (150) can be
deduced from the Hamiltonian (154). For this we write the canonical equa-
tions derived from (154);we obtain:

BH aa 8~ »2
Q, = = —P, ; P, = ——= 4n'v, 'Q, — ge;c — cosI'„. (156)
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If we eliminate 2', from these equations, we obtain:

8m

Q +4s'v'Q = ge;c — cosF„.
0

which is identical with (146). Similarly the canonical equations for the pair
of conjugate variables g„or, are:

Xs
~Cue

sjs =
1/2

= —4s'v 'y ' —c — Qe;(y;, 0.,) sin I'„. (157)
0

Elimination of co, yields:

8m-

x, + 4s'v, 'x, = —c — ge;(y;, a,) sin F„.
0

(158)

Now we observe that the velocity of the i'" particle in Dirac's relativistic
theory is

X; = —cy;.

(This results also from the Hamiltonian (154), since X;=&H/&P;). Eq. (158)
coincides therefore With (149).By the same method it can be proved that also
the Eq. (150) for the transverse components of the vector potential can be
derived from (154).

Eq. (152) which is equivalent to (139) can be written, remembering (156):

27KVsXg Pg = 0 (160)

and its derivative with respect to time is 2mv, x, — „which can be written
by (156), (157):

8~ ~f~

s&, —2s.v,Q. + — ge; cos F„=0.
2m', 0

We have proved by (151) that if (160), (161) are satisfied for t =0, they
are satisfied also automatically for any value of time.

$18. In a classical interpretation we could therefore say that electrody-
namics and motion of the points can be deduced by integration of the canon-
ical equations corresponding to the Hamilton function (154); the initial val-
ues of the variables must satisfy the supplementary conditions (160), (161).

As we go over to the quantum mechanical interpretation, we must first
observe that it is in general impossible that two functions of the variables of
the system have simultaneously a well determined value, with the exception
of the case that the two functions commute; so at first sight it would seem
impossible to satisfy simultaneously (160) and (161).This is however, possi-
ble in this special case, since the first members of (160) and (161) commute
with each other as an immediate verification shows (remember that co, and
y, are conjugate and therefore co,7t, —x,&a, =h/27'; and similarly P,Q, —Q,P.
=h/2s. i, while all the other variables in (160) and (161) commute).
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To the classical integration of a system of canonical equations corresponds
in wave mechanics the integration of the Schrodinger equation:

h 8$
IJP =—

2Ãi at
(162)

where II, given by (154) must be considered in the ordinary way as an opera-
tor acting on the function P of the coordinates only:

= 4'(&& &i& &i~ qa» qs2t xs) Qs) (163)

0; represent the spin coordinates.
If there were no condition limiting the initial values of the variables, then

f for t=0 could be chosen arbitrarily. But we have the conditions (160)
(161). We will show that these conditions determine the form of the de-
pendence of f on X, and Q, . Indeed, ao„conjugate to X, must have according
to (161) the value:

8~ ~12

i0, = 2',Q. — — ge; cosI'„.
2mv, 0

It results from this that X, can be contained in p only in a factor:

2' i
e'~'"I~~i" = exp x, 2xv,Q, — — ge; cos I'» . (164)

h 2~v, 0

By the same method we deduce from (160) that X, must be contained only in
a factor:

gkr~ivsXsQe/h

which is already contained in (164).
We see therefore that the form of f must be:

2' i c 8z
exp gx, 2mv, Q, — — ge; cos I'„Xh, 2~v, 0

4 (&, Xi, ira, qe» qs&) ~ (165)

If we substitute this expression for f in the Schrodinger Eq. (162) we ob-
tain a new differential equation for @.With some calculations it is found that
this equation can be put in the form:

h 8@
E@ =—

2mi Bt
(166)

which strongly resembles the form of a Schrodinger equation. The operator
R is the following:

8~ ~~2

8 = —c P(y;, p;) —gsi„.c'8;+ Pe;i; — (y;, A, &q.z+ A,2q 2) sin I'.i
s 0

c2 2

+ Q Ix(p i'+ p 2') + 2w'v '(q g'+ q g') I + —Q —Qe;cosI', i . (166)
e vem i
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This operator R can be considered as a sort of Hamilton function acting on
$. By this method therefore the coordinates Q, and 7t, representing the scalar
potential and one component of the vector potential are completely elimi-
nated both from the new amplitude of probability P and from the new Hamil-
ton function R. Not considering the last term in E, which we shall discuss
later, the operator E is identical with the Hamilton function of Dirac's the-
ory of radiation (117).(There are only some formal differences: in (117) only
one electron, instead of many particles is considered; in (166) the two polar-
ized components are considered separately with the indices s& and s2, whereas
in (117) there is only one index s).

We must find out the physical meaning of the last term in (166). This
term is:

C C cos F„cos F„ge; cos F„=—ge; e; P
e Ve

2
Ve

2

The sum over s can be transformed into an integral. (Take the mean value of
cos F„cosF„over all directions of propagation and phases for the s-com-
ponent; and then remember (141).) We find at last:

cos F„cosF„m.Q 1

Ve 2c

r;; being the distance between the two points / and j.The last term of (166)
takes therefore the very simple form:

e;e;

sg ref
(167)

which is the ordinary classical expression for the electrostatic energy of our
system of charges.

At this point we meet a very serious difficulty, since the electrostatic
energy of point charges is infinite; every charge has an

infinite

electrostati
selfenergy. We could try of cour'se to avoid this difficulty, as it is very often
done in classical electrostatics by simply neglecting in the sum (16/) all the
terms with i =j which represent the selfenergy of the charges. We shall see
however that even this very crude proceeding is not sufhcient to avoid infinite
terms of non-electrostatic origin in the self-energy.

The problem which we meet now in quantum electrodynamics is identical
with that of radiation theory since our new Hamilton function R is the
Hamilton function of radiation theory plus the electrostatic energy. We have
hitherto considered in the radiation theory as unperturbed system, the system
obtained by neglecting the interaction between atom and radiation field. The
interaction term had then simply the eBect of determining transitions be-
tween diferent states of the unperturbed system which have the same or
nearly the same unperturbed energy.

But we can ask whether there are quantum states for the complete prob-
lem. This problem is mathematically very difBcult and can only be discussed
by the method of successive approximations. However the second approxi-
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mation still yields an infinite perturbation term in the energy levels and it
seems therefore probable, that for point electrons there are no quantum
states of the unperturbed problem. It could be noticed however that the
application of the perturbation method is for this problem extremely un-
certain, since the differences between the quantum states of the unperturbed
problem are very small in comparison with the perturbation.

To a11 these difhculties no satisfactory answer has yet been given. One
would be tempted to give the electron a finite radius; this would actually
avoid infinite terms, as in the classical theory of electromagnetic masses.
But this method is connected with serious dif6culties for the relativistic in-
variance.

In conclusion we may therefore say that practically al1 the problems in
radiation theory which do not involve the structure of the.electron have their
satisfactory explanation; while the problems connected with the internal
properties of the electron are still very far from their solution.
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